A consistent set of improved rotational constants is derived for the X 2 27 f , A" 2 ,4r, A 2 77r, B 2 2, v , and C 2 77r electronic states of lanthanum oxide from the reanalysis of all available data. These constants are obtained from a global fit of the respective bands by a "Direct Approach" technique using complete Hamiltonian matrices for the description of 77 and A states. In order to fit the lines accurately it is shown necessary to include centrifugal distortion effects in the spinorbit interactions (AJ, AJ and AJJ respectively in A', and A and C states) as well as in A-doubling (PJ» pjjy <IJ in C state) and spin-rotation interactions (yj in B state).
Introduction
The spectrum of the lanthanum oxide molecule is of great interest in astrophysics in relation with stellar absorption. Indeed, the spectra of red variable stars of the S-type show LaO bands (see e.g., [1] , [2] ), particularly prominent at the minimum light, together with those of ZrO, YO and CeO, and numerous unidentified features [3] . Thus, a proper interpretation of such complex spectra necessitates precise laboratory measurements of the rotational line structure as well as valid sets of molecular parameters for the electronic states involved. Moreover, a correct understanding of the physical conditions prevailing in the atmospheres of those stars passes through theoretical abundance calculations for which reliable molecular thermochemical data (partition functions and equilibrium constants) are needed. In this respect, the knowledge of all the low-lying electronic states that actually exist is of prime importance. It is therefore the purpose of the present work to establish a consistent set of improved values for the molecular constants of LaO This work is a preparation of a further investigation of the LaO spectrum that we intend to do by means of high resolution Fourier transform spectrometry in the infrared spectral range (up to 3 p.m), in the aim of observing transitions involving already known or new electronic states.
II. The Electronic Transitions of LaO
Seven electronic states of the LaO molecule, namely X 2 2>, A' 2 /|r, A 2 /7r, B 2 2>, C 2 /7r, D 2 2>, and F 2 2>, are known ( Fig. 1) through the observation of six band systems (F->X, D->X, C->X, B-^-X, C->A', and A->X) extending from ultraviolet to near-infrared spectral regions. Rotational analyses have been carried out on the A->X and B->X emission systems (0-1, 0-0, 1-0 bands) by Akerlind [4] , the ultraviolet emission systems (F-»X, D->X) by Carette and Houdart [5] , Higher resolution works by Green [6] , [7] , [8] have dealt with the analyses of the C->X (0-0) and C-»A' (0-0 and 1-1) bands. It is of interest to compare the spectrum of LaO with known spectra of the analogous molecules ScO, YO, and LuO. In all four 0340-4811 / 80 / 1200-1313 $ 01.00/0.
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III. Reanalysis of the Rotational Data
All available rotational data concerning the visible and near-infrared spectrum of LaO have been reduced to a unique and consistent set of constants by using an elaborate "Direct Approach"
technique. The method of calculation is based upon the original work of Athenour [10] . The data reduction consists of direct comparison between observed line wavenumbers and corresponding term value (or energy matrix eigenvalue) differences calculated from trial parameters. A non-linear leastsquares procedure is then used and the parameters are improved until satisfactory agreement is obtained between measured and calculated line positions (see e.g., [11] , [12] ). The energy matrices used for the description of 2 /7 and 2 A states have been given previously [13] . The present work deals with the global treatment of the transitions indicated in pointed out [7] , an apparent increase with N of the hyperfine splitting was observed AVR = 0.4840 (76) + 0.00033(13) N in X(v = 0) level, whose interpretation needs further attention [14] .
A summary of the equilibrium molecular parameters inferred from present or recent works is given in Table 2 . The values for a>e and coexe are from Schoonveld and Sundaram [15] ; the mean values found in the two Qcomponents are given for A', A, and C states.
IV. Partition Function and Equilibrium Constant
Vardya [16] proposed partition functions and equilibrium constants for ScO, YO, and LaO based upon the contribution of the X, A and B states. 
